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How can ERUDITE help you
achieve high GRE score?

Class Duration - 2 Months
( 48 Hours)
Unique Personalized
Learning system for
Customized Content
Delivery
24*7 Acess of Course
Material and Exercises
US Certified faculty
Vast Pool of Test,
Simulation Excersise and
Workshops
A day reserved for Solving
Problems Every Week
Free Councelling for
Admission Guidance to the
Universities
One Year Validity



How GRE is structured?
There is no common question paper or even a set
of question papers for GRE preparation.The GRE
is an adaptive style test, which means that your
performance on the first section determines the
difficulty level of the second. There are three
sections in a GRE test paper:

QUANTITATIVE  REASONING  SECTION

VERBAL  SECTION

This section comprises questions of high-school
level in geometry, algebra, arithmetic, applied
maths, data interpretation, and data analysis. n
this part, students have to answer 20 questions
within a duration of just 35 minutes.

QUANTITATIVE  REASONING

This section includes topics like reading
comprehension, antonyms, analogies, sentence
completion and vocabulary. You get 30 minutes
to answer 20 questions. The three types of
questions that come in this section are Text
Completion (TC), Sentence Equivalent (SE) and
Reading Comprehension (RC).

VERBAL  SECTION

This section intends to test your ability to form
a convincing theory and how persuasively and
coherently you defend it over the course of
several paragraphs. You are required to frame
2 essays in an hour, with roughly 30 minutes
to devote to each:

AWA

ANALYTICAL  WRITING  ASSESSMENT

(AWA)

Issue-Based Essay
This question would test your convincing
skills. Its topic will be based on a general
everyday issue, and you would be required to
express your view on the said topic.

Argument-Based Essay
This question would require you to pick a
side (for/against) and then explain your
choice through a written response.

https://www.greedge.com/analytical-writing


Where ERUDITE helps in
Admissions?

Profiling & College Short-listing

Test Preparation

LORs, SOPs and Essay Editing

Application and Assistance

Visa Counseling

University Interview Preparation

Pre-departure Services

An Admission Expert
Just For You

In-house Admission
Search Engine
powered by A.I

A Unique Timeline To
Secure Admits

A Customized SOP to
stand out

How to get the Best Admits
for your Profile?

At ERUDITE, every student gets the
best admit for their profile using a
unique combination of personalized
assistance and technological
expertise. Together with your very
own Admission Expert and
Admission Tracker, planning the
perfect application is easy,
systematic and extremely
convenient!



Programs that to help you...

An Admission Expert is Just for

You

Careful University Shortlisting –

Worldwide

Documentation Checklist

Specific Guidance for Specialized

Courses

Draft a WINNING Application

Smarter Choice for your Pocket

Learn, Practice and Feedback

Methodology

End to end Admissions support

The Admission Consulting is

designed to ensure you never run out

of options!


